**#1 PICK**

The Ministry of Time: A Novel  
By Kaliane Bradley  
"The Ministry of Time mashes up favorite time-worn tropes — from Star Trek to spy thrillers to Victorian romances — in a near-future London workplace flawed by shoddy diversity measures. Oh, and it's sexy as hell."

—Amanda Qassar, Warwick's, La Jolla, CA

---

**Funny Story**  
By Emily Henry  
(Berkeley, 9780593441282, $29, April 23, Romance)  
Recommended by Nyawira Nyota, Page 158 Books, Wake Forest, NC

---

**All Fours: A Novel**  
By Miranda July  
(Riverhead Books, 9780593190265, $29, May 14, Fiction)  
Recommended by Caitlyn Lyles, Hooked Community, Lansing, MI

---

**Real Americans: A Novel**  
By Rachel Khong  
(Knopf, 9780593537251, $29, April 30, Fiction)  
Recommended by Rebekah Rine, Watermark Books & Cafe, Wichita, KS

---

**Long Island (Eilis Lacey Series)**  
By Colm Tóibín  
(Scribner, 9781476785110, $28, May 7, Fiction)  
Recommended by Marilyn Negip, R.J. Julia Booksellers, Madison, CT

---

**The Paradise Problem**  
By Christina Lauren  
(Gallery Books, 9781668017722, $28.99, May 14, Romance)  
Recommended by Amy Dickinson, Book Ends Winchester, Winchester, MA

---

**Sipsworth**  
By Simon Van Booy  
(David R. Godine, Publisher, 9781567927948, $26.95, May 7, Fiction)  
Recommended by Luisa Smith, Book Passage, Corte Madera, CA

---

**Woodworm**  
By Layla Martínez, Sophie Hughes (Transl.), Annie McDermott (Transl.)  
(Two Lines Press, 9781949641592, $21.95, May 14, Horror)  
Recommended by Lauren Abesames, Wind City Books, Casper, WY

---

**Every Time I Go on Vacation, Someone Dies: A Novel (The Vacation Mysteries #1)**  
By Catherine Mack  
(Minotaur Books, 9781250325853, $28, April 30, Mystery)  
Recommended by Katie Fransen, The Novel Neighbor, Webster Groves, MO

---

**Miss Morgan's Book Brigade: A Novel**  
By Janet Skeslien Charles  
(Atria Books, 9781668008980, $28.99, April 30, Historical Fiction)  
Recommended by Casey Luke, The Book Shoppe, Boone, IA

---

**A Letter to the Luminous Deep**  
(The Sunken Archive #1)  
By Sylvie Cathrall  
(Orbit, 9780316565530, Paperback, $18.99, April 23, Fantasy)  
Recommended by Oli Schmitz, Boswell Book Company, Milwaukee, WI

---

**Reading the Room: A Bookseller's Tale**  
By Paul Yamazaki  
(Ode Books, 9781958846698, Paperback, $13.95, April 19, Memoir)  
Recommended by Vanessa Martini, Green Apple Books & Music, San Francisco, CA

---

**888 Love and the Divine Burden of Numbers: A Novel**  
By Abraham Chang  
(Flatiron Books, 9781250910783, $29.99, April 30, Fiction)  
Recommended by Paul Swydan, The Silver Unicorn Bookstore, Acton, MA

---

**The Z Word**  
By Lindsay King-Miller  
(Quirk Books, 9781683694076, Paperback, $16.99, May 7, Horror)  
Recommended by Skye Euryale, Literati Bookstore, Ann Arbor, MI

---

**Summers at the Saint: A Novel**  
By Mary Kay Andrews  
(St. Martin's Press, 9781250278388, $29, May 7, Fiction)  
Recommended by Alecia Castro, Sweet Home Books, Wetumpka, AL

---

Find more bookseller recommendations at IndieBound.org. Indie Next List titles sold as ebooks and audiobooks at participating stores.
**Darling Girls: A Novel**
*By Sally Hepworth*
*(St. Martin’s Press, 9781250284525, $29, April 23, Thriller)*
Recommended by Sharon Davis, Book Bound Bookstore, Blairsville, GA

**The Paris Novel**
*By Ruth Reichl*
*(Random House, 9780812996302, $29, April 23, Fiction)*
Recommended by Kristen Iskandrian, Thank You Books, Birmingham, AL

**The Late Americans: A Novel**
*By Brandon Taylor*
*(Riverhead Books, 9780593332344, Paperback, $18, April 23, Fiction)*
Recommended by Owen Elphick, Main Point Books, Wayne, PA

**A Living Remedy: A Memoir**
*By Nicole Chung*
*(Ecco, 9780063031623, $19.99, April 30, Memoir)*
Recommended by Erin Pastore, Water Street Bookstore, Exeter, NH

**Loneliness & Company**
*By Charlee Dyroff*
*(Bloomsbury Publishing, 9781639732081, $28.99, May 7, Fiction)*
Recommended by Manda Riggs, Elm Street Books, New Canaan, CT

**Whale Fall: A Novel**
*By Elizabeth O’Connor*
*(Pantheon, 9780593700914, $27, May 7, Fiction)*
Recommended by Richard Dixon, Politics and Prose Bookstore, Washington, DC

**The Demon of Unrest: A Saga of Hubris, Heartbreak, and Heroism at the Dawn of the Civil War**
*By Erik Larson*
*(Crown, 9780853875484, $35, April 30, History)*
Recommended by Mike Hare, Northshire Bookstore, Saratoga Springs, NY

**Ocean’s Godori**
*By Elaine U. Cho*
*(Hillman Grad Books, 9781638930594, $28, April 23, Science Fiction)*
Recommended by Devon Overley, Loganberry Books, Shaker Heights, OH

**How to Read a Book: A Novel**
*By Monica Wood*
*(Mariner Books, 9780638228761, $26.99, April 30, Essays)*
Recommended by Susan Taylor, Book House of Stuyvesant Plaza, Albany, NY

**Death Valley: A Novel**
*By Melissa Broder*
*(Scribner, 9781668024867, Paperback, $17.99, May 7, Fiction)*
Recommended by Kristen Iskandrian, Thank You Books, Birmingham, AL

**Colton Gentry’s Third Act: A Novel**
*By Jeff Zentner*
*(Grand Central Publishing, 97815387356652, $30, April 30, Romance)*
Recommended by Amy Traughber, pages: a bookstore, Manhattan Beach, CA

**Bite by Bite: Nourishments and Jamborees**
*By Aimee Nezhukumatathil*
*(Ecco, 9780063282261, $26.99, April 30, Essays)*
Recommended by Emily Liner, Friendly City Books, Columbus, MS

**Saturday Night at the Lakeside Supper Club: A Novel**
*By J. Ryan Stradal*
*(Penguin Books, 9781984881060, Paperback, $18, April 16, Fiction)*
Recommended by Terri LeBlanc, Swamp Fox Bookstore, Marion, IA

**Small Mercies: A Detective Mystery**
*By Dennis Lehane*
*(Harper Perennial, 9780062129499, Paperback, $19.99, April 23, Thriller)*
Recommended by Cody Morrison, Square Books, Oxford, MS